Promo Flag Assembly Instructions

11 ft. and 14 ft.

Parts List

UPIC: Pioneer

(A) Ground Stake

(A) Included with 8 ft. flag kits

(B) Ground Stake
with Rotating Ball
Bearing Stem

(B) Included with 11 ft. or 14 ft. flag kits

ASI 78200

SAGE 56460

Bolt
Metal Cross Bars (2)
(optional)

NOTE: Included with 8ft. Flag Kit or purchased as an accessory.

Flag Holder Base

8 ft.

L Stakes (4)
PVC Water Weight
(optional)

8 ft. Note:

If using outdoors, insert the
ground stake and flag unit
firmly into the ground, then
use the L stakes and insert
one into each corner of the
metal cross bars to help
stabilize the unit.

NOTE: Included with 8ft. Flag Kit or purchased as an accessory. Water Weights can
be used indoors or outdoors to add stability to your unit.

Flag Pole
Adjustable Ring
Flag Rod
Nylon Carrying Case

Flag

Flag Assembly
8 ft. flag
(optional)

(optional)

Flag Assembly
11 ft./14 ft. flag

Assembly Instructions for Indoor Use
Step 1: Attach the bolt to the bottom of the metal cross bars making sure the taller cross bar is on top of the shorter cross bar to form an X. (All four cross bar ‘feet’ should touch the ground. If they don’t, then switch
the cross bars.)
Step 2: Attach the flag holder base to the top of the cross bars. If using a PVC water weight once water is added place it over the top of the flag holder base.
Step 3: Attach the flag pole to the flag holder base.
Step 4: Feed the flag rod through the sleeve of the flag, making sure it goes all the way to the top to ensure stability.
Step 5: Take the flag with the inserted rod and insert the rod into the top of the flag pole. Pull the flag sleeve down over the flag holder base.
Step 6: Tie the black elastic cord to the grommet in the bottom of the flag sleeve. Take the other end of the black elastic cord, pulling it tight to keep the flag smooth, and wrap it around the black knob on the side
of the flag pole to secure it. The flag pole has an adjustable ring that can be moved to straighten/smooth the flag. (Note: For the larger 14 ft. flag there is a snap on clip system instead of the black elastic cord.)
Assembly Instructions for Outdoor Use
Step 1: For the 8 ft. flag, attach the ground stake to the bolt underneath the metal cross bars and follow Steps 2-6 above.
Step 2: For the 11 or 14 ft. flags, attach the ground stake with rotating ball bearing stem directly to the flag pole and follow Steps 4-6 above.
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